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Economic ups, downs, twists and turns are nothing new.
Members observations inside...

“ This is my first recession experienced.
I can tell you, I do not like it much.”
“ The realization that
“ Make sure that you take advantage of all the
personal lives would be
resources that your university offers and don’t take for
upset by lay-offs or other
granted that fact that you are supposed to learn when
cut-backs was sobering.”
you are in school. Too many people think“ Yes,
they we
know
have found more competition and
everything, when really they know nothing.”
from companies that are not in the same line

of business as we are. We are a specialized firm

“ Believe it or not, now is a good time to do
doing
rehabilitation
and restoration. We have
some Pro Bono type work and
invest
in the
and more interior firms or firms
good will of the community.noticed
We aremore
not the
only people suffering right specialized
now.”
in hospitality competing against us.”

“We have updated our marketing materials,
reached out to new potential clients, looked
at partnering for new types of projects, and
improved our networking.”

www.alnnj.org

President’s Column

“A wise man will make more
opportunities than he finds.”
~Francis Bacon, Essays, 1625

March 19, The
ALNNJ held a seminar
on the topic of the
value of integrating
horticulture into the
interior and exterior
of our buildings. The presentation was by
Christopher Raimondi of the Raimondi
Horticultural Group, Inc., at the Ramapo
School of Business designed by SNS
Architects and Engineers.
April 13, We held our monthly meeting
at the NJIT Design Showcase at the NJ
School of Design where the speaker was
Stephen Kieran a founding partner of
KieranTimberlake.
Mr. Kieran is an Adjunct Professor at
the University of Pennsylvania’s School
of Design, and Endowed Professor in
Sustainability at the University of Washington
College of Architecture and Urban Planning.
KieranTimberlake believes in the design
process as the first art. Great and wonderful
architecture cannot be made without the
clear vision and guidance of a provocative
client working in critical unison with the
aspiring architect. We employ collective
rather than singular intelligence in the
making of architecture. Their process is
holistic involving many layers of information
and participants at one time. They believe
the core acts of the Architect are the
creative selection, organization, integration
and articulation of systems about the
ideas, ideals and daily use of the inhabitant.
Our art is the discovery of external and
internal logics derived from this exploration.
It is the needs of the inhabitant, in the
context of site circumstance, that lead to
a masterful articulation and expression of
landscape, light, materials and systems.
The result is a vision that is unique.
April 19th, We held our 2009 Spring
Kessler Walking Tour, where our guests
received a whopping 5.0 AIA LUs. Ted
Kessler was a longtime Architects League
member who is remembered for his
generosity to the profession. He was well
known for leading architectural students
and others on walking tours throughout
Manhattan. The Architects League’s Ted
Kessler Walking Tour is a tribute to his
memory and legacy. Some of the projects

we visisted included Cesar Pelli’s Winter
Garden, The World Trade Center Construction
Site, the New York Waterway Ferry
Terminal by Robert Davidson, Goldman
Sachs Tower by Pei Cobb Freed, the Urban
Glass House by Philip Johnson and Alan
Ritchie, the Perry Street Towers by Richard
Meier, 166 Perry Street by Asymptote, High
Line Park by Field Operations and Diller,
Scofidio+Renfro, the Standard Hotel by
James Stewart Polshek, the IAC Building
by Gehry and Partners, 1100 Eleventh
Avenue by Jean Nouvel, and The Porter
House by SHoP Architects.
From April 30th to May 2nd, Joyce
Raspa-Gore, Ben Lee, Larry Parisi, Stacey
Ruhle Kliesch, and I attended this year’s
National Convention in San Francisco. This
year’s theme for the National Convention
was “The Power of Diversity: Practice in
a Complex World”.
Most recently the AIA has given great
attention to the relevancy of the Architect
in the resolution of pressing environmental
challenges. When harnessed, knowledge
drawn from multiple perspectives and
diverse sources can be a potent ally in
addressing the problems faced by our
global community.
Our actions can no longer be localized as
issues of environmental well-being and
cultural relevancy now extend beyond
political borders. We have a responsibility
to pave the way for future generations
while we attend to the concerns of
everyday enterprise.
We live in a world that is growing smaller,
faster and more competitive with every
moment. As national and political boundaries
grow less relevant, the clash of cultures
becomes more intense. The profession of
architecture is in the midst of incredible
change–from the people it serves, to the
people who comprise it, to the means by
which it is practiced.
May 5th, Many of our members attended
a special program generously supported by
the Alfred and Rose Buchman Endowment
for the Fine Arts titled: “New Jewish
Architecture from Berlin to San Francisco:
A Conversation with Daniel Libeskind”
at Congregation Beth Sholom in Teaneck.
Daniel Libeskind has completed Jewish

museums in Berlin, Copenhagen, and
San Francisco and has designed more than
three dozen major cultural centers and
commercial institutions. He is the “Master
Plan” Architect for the World Trade Center
rebuilding project. Libeskind, one of the
world’s most important living Architects and
urban designers, also showed slides of his
buildings described his Jewish inspirations
and working processes. He also signed
copies of his new book, Counterpoint.

the architects league

May 9th, The Carl Kemm Loven House
Tour with Glen Rock Historian Nancy Atkins
Peck. The tour consisted of 9 of Mr. Loven’s
Projects in Ridgewood & Glen Rock, including
Mr. Loven’s own residence. Loven is most
known for his picture-perfect cottages with
quintessential Normandy features: the
distinct turret that sits separate from the
house, with its cone-shaped copper top;
tall, narrow casement windows; and gabled
dormers. Other details add to its charm:
the multicolored slate roof, the original red
brick exterior that age has made appear
whitewashed, window flower boxes and
brick and stucco chimneys.

JOSEPH F. SARRA Jr., AIA

May 28th, We held the well attended
annual Tradeshow with Newark-Suburban
at the Teaneck Marriott at Glenpointe.
Some of the topics of interest included
“Sustainable Trade Offs” presented by Bill
Munoz and “Window Fenestration and the
USGBC LEED Green Building Rating System”
presented by Howard Hogan, and other
programs which contributed to our much
needed AIA LU’s, Sustainable LU’s, and
HSW LU’s.
If you have any ideas for a program or
special event, or would like to get involved
with any committee please contact me.
Frank Cunha III, AIA
AIA-ALNNJ President 2009

Education is an admirable thing,
but it is well to remember from
time to time that nothing worth
knowing can be taught.
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P erspecti v es
As we here at the Leagueline headquarters discussed topics for
the upcoming issue it was hard to avoid any topic that did not
relate to the economy. We decided to gather input from a cross
section of our membership as to how the economy has had an
impact on our professional lives. A request for participation
of the general membership went out and almost immediately
we received responses from several of you.
There have been a series of economic downturns in the recent
past. The 70’s oil crisis, early 80’s, early 90’s, and again at the
early 2000’s tech-bubble. Do you see the pattern? These are all
part of a regular cycle that we must realize is part of the economy
and the world we live in. The aggressive upturn since the
tech-bubble and 9/11 has been unlike many before it. We
now are realizing that the fuel for the upturn was fake money
such as unreasonable residential loans, lots of speculating, and
people like Bernie Madoff.
Yet, here we are. We aspire to believe there is hope for us all
and the profession that we love. We empathize with those who
are struggling in our field and rely on organizations such as the
Architects League for professional support and personal
encouragement.
I recall that in the late 80’s when I graduated from college the
profession here in our metropolitan area was in a slowdown.
Many fellow graduates left the practice of architecture due to
lack of jobs and the attraction of greener pastures in the emerging
internet/website graphic business. It would be unfortunate if there
were to be another decrease of talent from our architecture schools.
I ask you to find a place in your businesses this summer and fall
for an intern. Keep them enthusiastic about what we do for a
living and encourage them to love what they do. As much as you
might complain openly or otherwise about how things are going,
you know deep down inside we are all so lucky to be doing what
we love for a living.
Things will get better...I promise.
Anthony Iovino, AIA
Co-editor

Member:
Kenneth H. Karle, AIA, PE, PP LEED AP
President - LAN ASSOCIATES

Q. How have the current economic conditions affected
you most profoundly?

The possibility of running out of work
and/or capital, spotlighted how quickly the
balance of keeping talented employees
(that take years to find and develop) profitably
engaged could crumble. The realization that
personal lives would be upset by lay-offs or
other cut-backs was sobering.
Q. Knowing that this down turn was approaching, did you prepare for it?
We absolutely saw a lack of work coming by December 2007 while the press debated for six
more months if a recession was coming. We adjusted our spending, reduced benefits and had
to lay off some staff in January 2008, which was difficult, but allowed us to get through the
year. Conversely. we are now seeing a marked increase in future prospects while the press
continues to report old statistics. Knowing that architectural backlog is a leading economic
indicator, we predict a pick-up in construction to follow in several months.

Q. How does this down turn compare to others you have experienced?
We have only laid off people once before during the downturn of 1993. This downturn is
worse and has taken about 18 months to work through.

Q. What advice would you give to others approaching your experience level?
The key is to develop complete trust with your clients by working at the highest levels of
professionalism, and absolute integrity. Do what you say you will do when you say you will
do it. That is harder to implement consistently than it sounds.

Q. Can you describe at least one positive element as a result of the current
economic situation?
The current economic situation has reinforced the need to stay out of debt, to save for a
rainy day, and to be diversified. We need to look beyond our careers and financial prosperity.
Sometimes we need a downturn to serve as a wakeup call to make us realize our family lives
and personal experiences are our true valued possessions.

Q. Do you feel more competition from other firms? If so, can you describe
what you see happening?
Our geographical area has consistently maintained abundant high quality competition, hence
the need to develop strong relationships with existing clients, referrals, and repeat business.

Q. What measures does your office take in slower periods to maintain
staffing levels?
During this past slowdown we were forced to temporarily suspend overtime and matching
contributions to the 401k plan, and to even cut hours for some, to preserve and distribute the
work we have. The talented professionals that produce our product (design) are too valuable
to lose after the investment we have made in professional development and training.

Q. When do you anticipate that the economy will improve?
From our viewpoint, the recovery started two months ago. We have seen a marked increase
in requests for proposals, some of which are a direct result of stimulus funding. Our backlog
is trending upward for the first time in two years.
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Member:
Peter Pagani, AIA
Small Firm Owner

Q. How have the current economic conditions affected you most profoundly?
While the impact on my business has been great, the increased stress on my home life
from (severely) reduced income, the frustration of trying to get work in and out, and the
decreased family and free time is worse.
Member:
Senior Architect Anonymous
Large Multi-City Firm

Q. How have the current economic conditions affected you most profoundly?
The influx of inquiries and new projects slowed down during the winter months but it
appears to be catching up again, hopefully. We are slow in comparison with other years
but we have been able to hold. We are still maintaining our staff and compensations have
not been affected so far.

Q. Knowing that this down turn was approaching, did you prepare for it?
We were more aggressive in our marketing efforts.

Q. What advice would you give to others approaching your experience level?
Never stop learning and always be pro-active. Always be one step ahead.

Q. Can you describe at least one positive element as a result of the current
economic situation?
There is a lot of unemployed good talent out there.

Q. Do you feel more competition from other firms? If so, can you describe
what you see happening?
I’m not a firm owner but I’m fully engaged on the marketing efforts and decision making.

Yes, we have found more competition
and from companies that are not in the
same line of business as we are. We are
a specialized firm doing rehabilitation and
restoration. We have noticed more and
more interior firms or firms specialized
in hospitality competing against us.
Q. Are you doing anything differently as you prepare to take your ARE exam?
N/A. However, I’m mentoring a few interns and they are accelerating the process in order
to better compete in the current market.

Q. How does this down turn compare to others you have experienced?
This is the most severe slowdown I remember since 1974, when I was just getting
started as an intern.

Q. Can you describe at least one positive element as a result of the
current economic situation?

We have updated our marketing materials,
reached out to new potential clients, looked
at partnering for new types of projects, and
improved our networking. In the office, we
have made our CAD libraries more up to date.
Q. Do you feel more competition from other firms? If so, can you describe
what you see happening?
Yes, we see more competition. Our public clients are receiving 3- to 4-fold increases in
the number of proposals received. Some of these have weak expertise in a given project
type. We are looking to join with other firms to present a more experienced entity to
new clients.

Q. When do you anticipate that the economy will improve?
We keep hearing about improvement in the fourth quarter of 09. We are hoping for sooner.
The construction industry has always been cyclical, and these drop-offs happen more or
less regularly. This one is significantly worse due to the banking and stock market mess,
and the accompanying lack of customer and institutional confidence.

Member:
Keith H. Lesser, AIA, LEED AP
IS&L Architecture Studio

Q. How have the current economic conditions affected you most profoundly?

It made me think for the first time in 25 years
to leave the profession… it’s always been hard,
but now it’s no longer fun or profitable.

Q. When do you anticipate that the economy will improve?

Q. Knowing that this down turn was approaching, did you prepare for it?

Don’t know. But I don’t think it would be soon.

Yes, but not enough (till the first quarter of this year).

Q. How does this down turn compare to others you have experienced?
The worst by far – we are diversified, so past recessions always had some market
sectors with work – this time every sector is bad.

Q. Can you describe at least one positive element as a result of the
current economic situation?
We can now find any talent we need for future growth and we are spending time
re-inventing ourselves.

Q. Do you feel more competition from other firms? If so, can you
describe what you see happening?
Yes – and they are ruthless and more cut throat than ever. I wish firms would stop doing
work for free. It lowers the bar for everyone and allows the clients to keep the fees
down when things will pick up.

Q. What measures does your office take in slower periods to maintain
staffing levels?
More administrative work and we finally caught up with our CADD library and standards.

Q. When do you anticipate that the economy will improve?
Its starting to but slowly. It has at least stabilized. I would say things will improve in the
4th quarter and each quarter thereafter.
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Member:
Mike Lawson Student
Member:
William J. Martin, RA, AIA, P.P., AICP Sole Practitioner
WJM Architect

Q. How have the current economic conditions affected you most profoundly?
After the last few very busy years, it seems like a more normal pace to my work
schedule has developed. Economic recession is never good but the craziness of my
previous work schedule is not missed.

Q. Knowing that this down turn was approaching, did you prepare for it?
Yes, conserve cash, reduce overhead, minimize expenses.

Q. How does this down turn compare to others you have experienced?
You live long enough and you start to recognize the pattern of the business
cycle. This down turn does not seem as bad as the ‘91 to ‘95.
Q. What advice would you give to others approaching your experience level?

Believe it or not, now is a good time to do
some Pro Bono type work and invest in the
good will of the community. We are not the
only people suffering right now.
Q. Can you describe at least one positive element as a result of the
current economic situation?
The fluctuating business cycle is kind of like spring cleaning for the economy. In
our industry, throw out methods that don’t work and focus on what does. Upgrade,
streamline and do what you must to survive. Those who realize this quickly will have,
and cause, less pain when this downturn concludes later this fall. I already see
some signs of recovery.

Q. Do you feel more competition from other firms? If so, can you
describe what you see happening?
There is more competition, but I don’t want every job, just the good ones. I encourage
my clients to obtain fee quotes from as many firms as they want. I also caution them
that there are varying levels of service and various different ways to calculate fees.
Be clear and define your scope carefully. Clients are getting smarter about how they
make their selection. The better the client understands your talent, your reasoning
and how you charge, the more likely they will hire you.

Q. As a sole practitioner do you feel you are in a better or worse situation
for survival than a larger firm? Why?
Economically with the downturn, much better as sole practitioner. I used to have 4
people working, when things get tough, tough decisions have to be made. That stressed
me out more than anything. I don’t have to deal with that at this time, but who knows
what the next downturn will teach me. In the future, will I learn from the past?

Q. When do you anticipate that the economy will improve?
I already see signs of recovery, at least in this geographic area. Not everyone is having
trouble getting loans from banks. Some of the people that call me actually say they
were waiting for the downturn to start their project, since they thought construction
costs had gotten higher than they should be and now they want to build with lower
construction costs.

Observation
Get a website. This has been so important to my practice I can’t overstate it. I hope I’m
not being too harsh but, don’t just put up some pretty pictures and a goofy philosophy
statement. Give people some information that they can actually use. Tips for hiring any
architect, not just you. Design tips. Green design tips. Tips for hiring contractors.
Whatever your practice area, show them a generic scope of architectural work, tell and
show them what an architect actually does (many people still don’t fully understand)
and what YOU will do for them. Tell them about your fees and how they are calculated
(not exact amounts but rationale and logic behind fees). Upload some example drawings.
Explain why your services are a good value. Explain why and how you can save them
money. Photos are good, but explain why they are good. We as architects have had
our profession taken from us by “value engineering”. We need to take it back.
A good simple straightforward website gives you a chance to introduce yourself
to the client before the first word is spoken. MAKE A GREAT FIRST IMPRESSION.

New Jersey Institute of Technology
Lead Coordinator Connections Miniversity
Omicron Delta Kappa Honorary President
Architecture 2010
Q. How have the current economic conditions affected you most profoundly?
Being a student and working for the university that I attend, the recession has affected
the amount of funds allocated to the programs and student services offered at my school.
The recession has also made me realize how vulnerable the architecture industry is and
how hard it can be to get a job. Many of my classmates that graduated this year did not
find employment in the architecture field or in any other field for that matter. One of my
friends sent out 300 resumes, got 2 call backs, and no job.

Q. Knowing that this down turn was approaching, did you prepare for it?
I made sure that I had a position at the architectural firm I had worked at for the last
2 years. Even though experience at different style and size firm’s is great to have as a
student, I made sure that I had a job for the summer.
I also took most of the money that I had saved up and placed it in an online banking system, instead of the traditional banks. I receive better interest rates, even as the interest
rates fell during the last year.

Q. How does this down turn compare to others you have experienced?
Since this is my first true economic recession, that I have had to experience as a student/
employee I don’t have anything to compare it to.

Q. What advice would you give to others approaching your experience level?
Make sure to gain as much experience you can and work on your craft.

Make sure that you take advantage of all
the resources that your university offers and
don’t take for granted that fact that you are
supposed to learn when you are in school.
Too many people think they know everything,
when really they know nothing.
Q. Can you describe at least one positive element as a result of the current
economic situation?
New Jersey, and for that matter the entire United States has relied on suburbanization
growth and sprawl for too long. The recession in some ways has helped to reverse this
cycle. Businesses, even though they are downsizing are consolidating into the cities or
urban fabric they belong in. In the past 30 years too many suburban office parks have
become the norm instead of downtown city centers. Government, commercial, and
infrastructure consolidation must happen for the United States to sustain itself. There
is no hierarchy of architectural order or the urban fabric within the United States; a
sprawling residential complex can be next to a 8 story commercial building in the middle
of farmland. Cities, even though they may be struggling at this moment must take this
time to reinvent themselves and stop the further suburbanization of America. The
recession has helped to stimulate this move back to the cities. New ways of living
must be imagined.

Q. Can you describe the general feeling of other students at the school?
The feeling among students, I believe, is frustration and hopelessness. Graduating
seniors cannot find full time jobs and in school students cannot find internships. However
even though this may be the case a lot of people are able to take some much-needed
time off. Many students are traveling around the US and to Europe, others are just taking
it easy at home, and maybe working at the jobs they were at during high school, if they
can get them. The only thing is that most are not making money, which for many is a
difficult situation.

Q. Are you doing anything differently as you prepare to take your ARE exam?
I am taking the LEED 2.2 exam before it changes.

Q. When do you anticipate that the economy will improve?
Hopefully by June 2010 when I expect to graduate, however I think to fully recover it may
take at least another year and a half.

Nearly ALL of my clients, whether referrals or cold contacts, now say “your website
was very helpful in our decision to choose your firm”. I heard it again just today!
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Member:
Sole Practitioner
Anonymous

Q. How have the current economic conditions affected you most profoundly?
Obviously, finances are biggest impact. Psychologically there are also many affects.
My self image and self worth has always been derived from my career. We spend so
much time and effort in our professional activities, to suddenly be at a lack of activity
and income, it is difficult to focus on those activities to again derive income, let alone
remain vital in the profession.

Q. Knowing that this down turn was approaching, did you prepare for it?
I was somewhat insulated from the ‘approaching’ down turn because of the nature of
work I was involved in, mostly in high tech communications field and working closely
with engineers in sustainable design. I remained quite active and hopeful of additional
work up to the point in time when the financial markets finally succumbed in October
2008. The company I was with on the whole had refocused the company to a market
based approach, in which the market I was involved in was one that was carrying the
company for the most part. That did change.
Prior to the collapse the company did take the opportunity to retool, train in things such
as BIM and start a LEED group to get staff accredited. This was in anticipation of ‘Green’
technologies coming to the fore and readying for the new economy. I myself am now
a LEED AP and with years of experience in sustainable design, thought I was already
prepared for the new economy.

Q. Can you describe at least one positive element as a result of the current
economic situation?
Well, it is ‘green’ design that is going to save the economy, the earth and save our
profession. At least that is what I keep on hearing. Back when I started my education,
on the tail end of the seventies there was much going on in the field with Ed Manzera
writing about passive solar energy design and the like. I recall incorporating all the basic
sound good design practices, natural light and ventilation, proper siting considering
terrain and local conditions and numerous others in student work than in actual practice.
That is now going to change and responsible responsive design considering energy and
the environment are going to become mandates. There has been too much poor design
and development that have manifest from our past practices; I believe responsible
design and better design will be more the norm. I think it is evident, and will be to
potential clientele that the services provided by skilled Architects are vital for realizing
responsible design in the built environment. Now, if we can get just compensation,
would be nice.

Q. When do you anticipate that the economy will improve?
The crystal ball says it is already happening with minor upticks in fee inquiries. As I said
before, Architectural improvements generally precipitate economic recovery. I believe a
lot is in process for those individuals fortunate enough to have government IDIQ’s. With
more programs coming available to the private sector that may improve as well, although
we are at the mercy of banking and financial institutions to loosen the flow of credit.

Q. How does this down turn compare to others you have experienced?
In my experience, Architectural decline, as well as improvement tends to precipitate
actual economic downturns or recovery. I do recall that for certain companies, whose
market base was more varied, they tended to fare better in downturns. Generally, not
all markets are affected at the same time. Back in October 1987, when the market took
a big hit, there was not an immediate downturn in all markets. I was working in a predominately residential firm at the time and yes, clientele immediately responded. Having
suffered financial losses, many tabled many different types of residential projects. I was
let go, however, I had opportunities to move to many different firms and had numerous
offers to that effect. I chose to work in government sector anticipating more security there.
Today’s downturn is unusual in that it affected all markets; residential, commercial
and even government markets are all affected. I am sure some companies in line with
government contracts may be experiencing some stimulus with ‘shovel ready’ projects
proceeding (not much help for design work) or funding provided on long dormant IDIQ’s,
but that does not relieve others in the profession that are not aligned to derive those projects.

Q. What advice would you give to others approaching your experience level?
It is difficult to say. I know my personal circumstance is that I worked for a company
with much less of a local presence and to compound that, was chartered out of state
as a General Business, being employee owned and technically, not permitted to provide
Architectural service here. The company obtained authorization for limited building
design under engineering standards. Not to get into any specifics, the company also
frowned upon moonlighting and had discovered I had an operating website before they
had developed their own in the early nineties. I was instructed to remove the website
and not to market myself while in their employ. I would have been fired although I would
have never competed with my firm and personally felt I could have brought more work to
the firm. This kept me out of the loop on developing more local contacts and communicating
with people in the field, whether developers, builders etc. and pursuing any other work.
On the flip side, I was working with a fairly large size and growing firm and was
developing many contacts in what was a growing field with steady work.

My advice is that our profession is one
where communication is vital and maintaining
associations with colleagues, other professionals,
builders, developers, etc. will lead to more
opportunities than otherwise separating
yourself from those contacts.
Also, I would advise, that when opportunities present themselves from your developed
contacts, that you take time to consider when to make a change and not fear the
consequences of leaving what would seem to be a secure position. You owe it to
yourself for your own personal growth to do that.
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Member:
Gianfranco Sarrido, Assoc. AIA, LEED AP
Intern - near license

Q. How have the current economic conditions affected you most profoundly?
Well, it is affecting my career choice, it makes me thing about other jobs out there that
are not so volatile in terms of work. My wife and I had to cut back a lot our expenses,
such as going to restaurants and movie theaters. Especially when her company laid off
about 50 people in half a year, and the “lucky” remaining employees do not have any
vacation pay, nor holiday pay, and working only 28 hours per week, instead of the 40
hours that she was first hired for.

Q. Knowing that this down turn was approaching, did you prepare for it?
Not really, I saw it as an opportunity to invest in other things besides working as an
architect. I recently bought a house, a good price in a good town. It is definitely a risk
in this economy, but I am very optimistic that the economy will get better soon.

Q. How does this down turn compare to others you have experienced?

This is my first recession experienced.
I can tell you, I do not like it much.
Q. What advice would you give to others approaching your experience level?
I would recommend to do whatever you can to get more accreditations, LEED AP,
Master’s Degree, Work experience. It is a really competitive business, and you need
to make sure, you have just enough knowledge to get that job.

Q. Can you describe at least one positive element as a result of the current
economic situation?
I think, it is a perfect opportunity for people to invest in real estate and also in the stock
market which is at it lowest level ever, but make sure you do your homework before
investing in any company at all.

Q. Are you doing anything differently as you prepare to take your ARE exam?
I would rather wait a little longer before sitting for the ARE, especially now, that it has
changed and fees have changed too. I think interns, need to get more experience and more
exposure to site construction, so that taking the ARE would not be such a difficult test.

Q. When do you anticipate that the economy will improve?
It is hard to say, but I would think once the house market indicator begins to increase
and optimism in people begin to increase, this is where I would think the economy will
start improving.

Student:
Maria Nosova NJIT

Student Scholarship

Q. How have the current economic conditions affected you most profoundly?
I just returned from a study abroad program and graduated. I will be receiving my
diploma by the end of August. I am a bit worried about the job market. I am not sure if I
have as much choice as I would have last year or the year before. I am currently working
part time and figuring out a plan on what to do next. I think that the economic conditions
affected all of us college graduates and made us more competitive than ever.

ALNNJ Student Scholarship Winners (Second in a series of three)

Maria Nosova

of NJIT received the Clarence Tabor Memorial Scholarship Award.

Q. What advice would you give to others approaching your experience level?
Paying attention and asking a lot of questions is always a good idea. Also I think that
as an intern one should go for the job rather than the name. It is more important to get
a good experience doing different things than being stuck in a print room at a known
architect’s office. If one can combine both that is great, but it is just as important to pay
good attention to what you going to do as an intern as it is to where you are going to work.

Q. Can you describe the general feeling of other students at your school?
As I just graduated and still have a job I am in much better condition than some other
students or graduates.

There are quite a few people that are having
trouble finding a job and that is why we have to be
more careful with the way we present ourselves
and the choices we make.
Q. Are you doing anything differently as you prepare to take your ARE exam?
I am working toward getting all of my IDP credits and slowly studying for the exam. The
next step will be getting the preparation book and all the exact information on the exam
and how, when and where to take it. My plan is to become a licensed architect before I
move on with my studies. I feel that being just out of school my memory is fresh and it
will be much easier to take the exam as soon as possible.

Pictured above left... Urs P. Gauchat, Dean, College of Architecture and Design; Maria Nosova;
Frank Cunha, III. The 2008 NJIT School of Architecture Awards program was held at Weston Hall
on Monday, September 22, 2008. The Architects League handed out 5 giant checks to three
recipients of the 2008 scholarships and two 2007 recipients who qualified for a grant from AIA
National’s scholarship award match program.
How did you become inspired to be an Architect?

When I was a kid blocks was my favorite game. I always tried to make the tallest tower
that could stand on its own. My grandfather is an architect in Russia, and I used to watch
him working and to keep me busy he thought me how to draw windows, doors and
elevators, so I was working with him. I was also always interested in math, physics and
acting. Architecture combined everything I liked in something I liked even more.
What are you most looking forward to once you graduate?

I am looking forward to opening my own practice. I am going to set a goal to change
people’s perspective about architecture and about the way we live and make the world
a better place to be.

THE POWER OF PERSUASION.

Pella’s beautiful Mahogany, Alder, Douglas Fir and
Pine windows and doors have the amazing ability
to turn estimates into sales. That’s The Power Of Yellow.

Pella Windows & Doors
®

West Caldwell, NJ

(973) 575-0200

®

pella.com/pro

© 2009 Pella Corporation
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Apple Ridge Country Club

Mahwah, New Jersey

Contact:
Kim V. Vierheilig, AIA
ALNNJ
201.447.6400
kv@lan-nj.com

SAVE THE DATE!

ALNNJ

SPECIAL EVENT

Leader in EIFS &
Traditional Stucco

E. ROBINSON GROUP, INC.
Somerville, NJ

Ph: (908) 722-7702
Fax: (908) 722-6431
ed@erobinsongroup.com

www.senergy.basf.com

Visit our Project Portfolio at www.tmbrennaninc.com

Contractor with the Range of Experience & ‘Gold Standard’ for Quality, Budgets & Schedules

“The finest structures we build are relationships”
3PVUFt)BNCVSH /+
t'BY
XXXUNCSFOOBOJODDPN

“The ‘Gold Standard’ of doing business has tarnished over the years but not with T.M.Brennan.
It is the only standard that they do business! They
have to be the best contractor in the state!”
Borough Administrator, Bloomingdale, NJ

“…one of the many things that impress me about
T.M.Brennan is that they work through (issues)
without stalling. I’d compare their capabilities to
contractors…in the $200-300 million range.”
Sowinski and Sullivan Architects

“Project was extremely well managed and executed.
It was one of the most efficient operations I’ve been
involved with in the last ten years. I felt Brennan
brought a new level of energy to the project. They
did what they said they’d do, and on time and on
budget.”
South Orange and Maplewood School, NJ

“T.M.Brennan is easy to work with…always
looking for ways to produce the best product for
the client.”
Charles Schaffer Associates, Architects
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Leagueline
Member News & Events

Carl Loven Tour

AIA Convention 2009

May 9, 2009, Glen Rock, NJ

The 2009 AIA National Convention took place April 30 to May 2 in San Francisco Ca.
This year’s theme was The Power of Diversity: Practice in a Complex World, which looked
into how the industry is adapting to changes within the architecture profession. Next Year’s
convention will be held in Miami, Florida from June 10 thru June 13, 2010.

ALNNJ members toured nine Norman Revival-style homes in Ridgewood and Glen Rock
designed by Carl Kemm Loven, Architect and Past President of the ALNNJ. Loven designed
many homes throughout Bergen County from the 1930s through his death in 1965. The
photo is of his former residence in Glen Rock which he designed.
1215_09_LeaguelineAd_Greyscale_NY.qxd:Layout 1 2/12/09

Free of VOCs
and compromises.
Paint: premium quality
or eco-sensitive?
With Benjamin Moore®
Natura® paint, you’ll
never have to choose.
benjaminmoore.com

©2009 Benjamin Moore & Co. Benjamin Moore, Natura and the triangle “M” symbol
are registered trademarks licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co.

12:59 PM

Page 1

“Turning Designs into Lasting
Impressions Since 1933”
ReproGraphic Services:
DigiPrinting
High Speed Duplicating

ACE Plan Center

Large Document Scanning
Scan-to-File
CAD Plotting Services
Wide Format Color Printing
Digital Color Printing & Copying
Wide Format Color Scanning
Outdoor & Vehicle Graphics
Mounting & Laminating
Vinyl & Fabric Banners
Pickup & Delivery

973.684.5945
www.acereprographics.com
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Leagueline
Member News & Events

Trade Show
Marriott at Glenpointe
May 28, 2009

A Conversation with
Daniel Liebskind
May 5, 2009
Congregation Beth Shalom, Teaneck

The Architects League/Suburban and Newark Architects co-hosted 2009 Trade Show at the
Marriott at Glenpointe in Teaneck. The current economic conditions affected the turnout by
exhibitors and attendees as it has most things in the profession, but less than might have
been expected. Of the available 80 booths sold-out in the past, only 11 were not taken this
year. 11 seminars were presented, 3-5 less than previous years, but with more HSW and
sustainable CEU’s than in the past. 160-plus architects attended the show and seminars
over the span of the day and evening, somewhat lighter than past years. Happily, the
opinions expressed by the exhibitors interviewed were of good satisfaction with the traffic.
Thanks to all who attended!
A number of substantial give-aways and door/attendance prizes were provided by the
exhibitors. The major prize of the event, a $500 certificate toward the purchase of a laptop
computer, was won by our own Anthony Iovino, AIA –ironically, the original ALNNJ Chair
for this event. Congratulations Tony!
Members, please remember that by attending this annual show, not only do you have the
opportunity to meet with and learn the latest information from the suppliers of products
and services we use in our professional lives, but you are supporting the major income
earning event for both the Architects League and Newark and Suburban Architects. It is
this income that provides the funds for the sections’ dinner meetings and various events.
Our genuine appreciation and thanks go out to our 2009 Exhibitors who included our
Trade Show in their time and budgets.
Fay William Logan, AIA – 2009 Trade Show Co-Chair

The Congregation Beth Shalom in Teaneck contacted me to invite members of The Architects League
to join the synagogue members in attending a “Conversation With Daniel Liebskind” on May 5th. The
format was a Q & A with Sam Norich, editor of the Forward, Jewish magazine, and Daniel Liebskind,
an Architect and son of holocaust survivors. After WW II, he and his parents lived in Poland, then Israel,
and then they came as immigrants to America, due to a music scholarship Daniel had received. Liebskind
is mainly known for the master plan of the redevelopment site for the proposed 911 replacement
buildings. Daniel’s plan was for five new buildings grouped in a circle, in an ascending order of height.
The first and tallest building proposed, the “Freedom Tower” was designed with a spire at the top,
which Daniel likens to the torch of the Statue of Liberty welcoming immigrants to America. Daniel is
committed to creating architecture which has a connection to Jewish history, such as the Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Berlin. He reflected on his personal experiences, and explained that art and music
inspires his architecture creatively. Many of our members attended, and several felt refreshed to hear
an architect speak about his feelings and experiences rather than the nuts and bolts Architects are
so use to hearing. – Bobby Kaplan, AIA
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ALNNJ
13
10th Annual
Golf Outing
Monday, July 13th

19

MILESTONES
Luke Manuel Pereiras born March 9th
at 6:33 pm. 6 lbs. 9.5 oz., 18” long. Mom, Dad
(Manny) and Luke are doing great.
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15

ALNNJ
16
No Membership
Meeting in July

20
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24
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27

28

29

30

31

1

PREMIERE BRAZIL
6 2009
7
MoMA - July 16 - Aug 3
MoMA and the Rio de Janeiro Film Fesitval.
plus live Brazilian music on Thursday nights
in the Sculpture Garden.
www.moma.org/visit/calendar/films/978

8

2

3

4

5

9

10

11

12

Aug.09

23

13

17

18

19

20
ALNNJ
No Membership
Meeting in August

24

25

26

27

31

1

2

3

8

9

10

Blue Hill at Stone Barns opened the Stone Barns Center for
Food and Agriculture in Pocantico Hills, NY. Sourcing from the
surrounding fields and pasture, as well as other local farms,
Day the abundant resources
Blue Hill at Stone BarnsLabor
highlights
of the Hudson13
Valley. www.bluehillfarm.com
14
15

16

ALNNJ
17
Membership &
Dinner Meeting

Sept.09
Recommended
6 near the Rockefeller
7
Elegant dining
Estate.

The League welcomes you and looks forward
to your involvement and participation. Please
make a point of introducing yourself at the
League’s next dinner meeting or event.

14

15

Museum of the City of New York
Mannahatta/Manhattan: A Natural History of New York City
May 20 through Oct 12 will reveal the island of Mannahatta at the time
of Henry Hudson’s arrival—a fresh, green new world at the moment of discovery.
www.mcny.org

The High Line promenade - 10th Ave & 23rd Street, NYC a linear public
place. Conveys a sense New York’s industrial past in the rivets and girders.
An elevated railroad spur stretching 1.45 miles along Manhattan’s Westside.
Now open. www.thehighline.org

30

and Allied members:
C.J. Ettelson, Kone Elevators
Joseph Hendershot, Associated Technology, Inc.
Greg Bastug, Talk of the Town

Enjoy New York’s two new architectural
showplaces this
17summer!
18
Yankee Stadium & Citi Field
www.yankees.com www.mets.com

14

SPECIAL EVENT

ALNNJ Hudson River Sail
on Clearwater to
Dia: Beacon Museum of Art
August 16th

The Architects League is pleased
to announce their newest members:
Roswell R. Sanford, AIA
David C. Schwartz, AIA
Jason R. Atkins, Assoc. AIA
Mukti Bajaj, Assoc. AIA

11

CRITICAL FAVORITES: The NY Film Critics Circle at 75
MoMA July 3 – Sept 23 Mark the NYFCC’s 75th anniversary,
each of the current 27 members selected a notable film that received
a NYFCC year-end award. www.moma.org/visit/calendar/films/977

16

New Members

4

Summer Recommendation

SPECIAL EVENT

Grace Marie Fitzgerald born April 17th at
3:24 pm. 6 lbs. 13 oz., 19.5” long. Grace is doing
Great! Mom (Jen) & Dad (John) are learning.

3

Independence Day

7

Now! The Metropolitan Museum of Art’s American Wing. After two years of
construction and renovation, collections of American furniture, sculpture, stained
glass, architectural elements, etc.. Historic interiors have been renovated,
reinterpreted, and feature interactive computer touch screens offering information
about the rooms and their furnishings. www.metmuseum.org

26

2

July.09

MoMA Young Architects Program 2009
June 26, 2009–September 14, 2009
Exhibition features the proposals of the five finalists in the MoMA/P.S.1
Young Architects Program www.moma.org

The annual Leagueline issue on members work.

thursday

tuesday

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT:
FROM WITHIN OUTWARD
May 15–August 23, 2009
On the golden anniversary of this
landmark building, Celebrate Wright’s
work. www.guggenheim.org

Events

wednesday

more at www.alnnj.org
monday

What are you currently working on or do you
have a favorite past project you would like to
share with your colleagues.
A high resolution jpg image and a brief
description are required to present your work
in the annual COLOR issue.
There will be an initial deadline to guarantee
inclusion of July 31st. We ask that you email
your entries directly to
aiawork@sns-arch-eng.com
Thank you, Fay Logan, Editor L4Q

sunday

What We Do: 3 !

saturday

SUMMER

2007

friday

The ALNNJ 2009 4th quarter Leagueline
will highlight our member’s work. This year
we will for the third alternate year feature
our professional work, personal or our firms’.
This year’s ending issue is a celebration:

20

21

22

23

27

28

29

30

24

Christmas Day

21

22

28

29

Summer Recommendation

Kayak the Hudson’s
1000 acre salt marsh
4 NY
5
from Piermont,
www.paradisecanoeandkayak.com

11events ongoing or 12
...some museum
opening in the city ...could be summer
daytrips to the city.

ongoing events at MoMA:
moma.org/visit/calendar/today
18

19

at the Whitney:
www.whitney.org/www/exhibition/index.
jsp
25

at the Metropolitan Museum of Art:
www.metmuseum.org/special/index.
asp?HomePageLink=special_l

26

architecture exhibits in the
NYC metro area:
www.demel.net/nycarchitecture/
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Leagueline
The Architects League
of Northern New Jersey
P.O. Box 152
Paramus, NJ 07653-0152

To:

THANK YOU... Pella Windows & Doors for your Platinum Sponsorship and long standing support of the Architects League of Northern New Jersey.

David C. Hall, CDT, CSI
Architectural Account Representative
The Sherwin-Williams Company
226 Talmadge Road, Edison, NJ 08817
dave.c.hall@sherwin.com www.sherwin-williams.com
cell: 908-309-8709 fax: 732-248-9730

KUIKENBROTHERS.COM/GREEN

Featuring products and
applications that can make
green building a cost effective
reality. You may be surprised
at just how many products you
are already specifying have
"GREEN" and environmentally
friendly attributes.

w w w. k u i k e n b r o t h e r s . c o m / g r e e n
Fair Lawn ■ EmErson ■ midLand Park ■ wantagE ■ ogdEnsburg ■ succasunna ■ rosELand ■ garFiELd ■ warwick
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